Student Cloassroom Seat Booking
Guide
To attend face to face the lessons, each student will have to reserve his/her place in the classroom.
The search of interest lesson can be done by date or Discipline(Materia) .
When booking a lesson does not exist in the section Book to subject(materia)
Discipline(Materia) you should, only the first time, push the option request .

Each student will have access to My Reservations (Le mie prenotazioni) area, where you
can monitor the booked lessons and possibly, if unable to attend, to cancel them.

Mandatory: the student will be be able to make a reservation starting 7 days before the date of
the lesson and up to time 20:00 (8.00 pm) of the previous day.
The reservation can be canceled until 20:00 (8.00 pm) of the previous day.

In case of cancellation of the reservation, all seats that become free will be reassigned following the
chronological reservation order.

Seat reservation

To access the Student Booking application please go to https://unime.sbk.cineca.it/ and enter
the same credentials of the ESSE3 portal. (with @studenti.unime.it domain).

Book by course(materia)

ou can book by clicking on the " Book by course(materia) " or "Book by date" icon .
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Looking at Events (for Materia) it is possible to see the list of courses (Materia)s for which the
student can perform the place reservation in the classroom.
Once the classroom has been identified, it is possible to select your choice and then on "Select" at
bottom of page
Finally click on the "Reserve" button

If you do not find the subject(materia) in the "Book by
subject(materia)" list
If the subject(materia) is not displayed in the "Book by subject(materia)" list, it is possible to add it
manually by scrolling the page to the bottom and clicking on "Did not find what you were looking
for? Search for other courses/insegnaments "

My Reservations
In the section " My Reservations (Le mie prenotazioni)" it is possible to see the list of all the lessons
booked.

Lista attesaà Waiting List
Confermata -> Confirmed
Rifiutata -> Rejected

Cancel reservation

To cancel the reservation for a lesson, just go to the reserved lesson and click the "Cancel
reservation" button

